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In 1971 the author was a 'LIT', or librarian-in-training with the National
Library of Australia, studying an elective in archives and manuscripts
under Bob Shannon and shortly thereafter joining the manuscripts section.
That same year the Records Management Association of Australia (now
Australasia) was two years old; the Australian Society of Archivists (ASA)
and university professional education programs did not exist; and national
archives legislation was still thirteen years away. Challenges such as electronic
records and public programs were still to be identified. Using the idea of a
national archival system as the backdrop and some of the author's interests
and involvements as pretext, the article shares reflections on some of the major
archival ideas and developments of the past generation while attempting to
steer between gratuitous advice and un-grumpy optimism.1
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Introduction

I need to begin with a waiver: what follows are my personal opinions
only. There are also three warnings.
Firstly, although this Endnote address is the last session, it is not one of
those masterly end-of-conference summaries we've come to expect of,
say, Anne-Marie Schwirtlich, Tom Nesmith or Michael McKernan. I'm
not even planning to try. The second warning is best related as a story.
In 1998, when the National Archives prepared to leave its old Canberra
location, Mining Industry House, Telstra was asked to de-commission
its phones. Shortly thereafter, all the lines went dead at the National
Film and Sound Archive. I mention this because, like so much about
archives, what you think is obvious, isn't. Hopefully you realise that
what follows are end-of-career-reflections, not, as some thought, a talk
about appraisal or the series system. The third warning is for me. The
irritable ageing professional syndrome is getting worse, and although
it feels strangely liberating, I'm conscious too of that famous line from
Roy and HG: 'too old, too slow, too stupid - last year's model'.2
‘The good old days’

About that period from the 1970s into the new century, allow me the
first of several recollections.
At the National Library when I joined as a trainee in 1971, there were
tea ladies and typing pools; salary was paid in cash; smoking was
permitted, but flexitime wasn't. Phones had rotary dials, and interstate
calls were pre-booked. Senior management were addressed formally.
A registry managed a proper filing system3 and an internal courier
delivered correspondence from the mail room. Memoranda and
minutes were taken seriously, and were certainly not despatched using
something called a mouse!4 Computers were just starting to be used
to support the national union catalogue. There was no digitisation, or
even digitalisation; microfilming was still an important technology.5
In 1971, the ASA didn't exist; the Records Management Association of
Australia (as it then was) was three years old; professional education
comprised, at best, an elective subject in librarianship or three subjects
in a system run by the Library Association of Australia; at worst some
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internal training by your employer. What should have been the nation's
pre-eminent archives, the Commonwealth Archives Office (CAO),
wasn't, and seven decades into the federation, its foundation legislation
was still a decade away! Clear professional differences were seen to
exist between records management and archives administration, and
between public records and manuscript librarianship. Few talked of
'record keepers'.6 The need to address electronic records and develop
public programs had barely been identified, and the first mobile phones
were only just appearing.7
There is nothing so patronising as some old fart bemoaning change
and waxing sentimental about 'in my day'. Comparison is not analysis.
Some 'baby boomers' seem particularly bad at this so-called 'decrepit
lit', rightly criticised by writers such as Mark Davis and Ryan Heath
for being forever stuck in the seventies.8 Nevertheless, we all know the
impact of ICT has been profound - on recordkeeping and archiving and
everything else! Recently Jeff Gomez, in a printed book titled Print is
Dead, said 'The biggest change in the past fifty years, in terms of life on
Earth, has been the introduction of the Internet and the abundance of
gadgets that have arrived along with it.'9
Digital everything challenges society's ability to preserve its memory,
and some research is suggesting the same for human memory.10 You
know that its future direction and nature are hard to predict. The
question is - do we have a national system to help take us there? I mean
an inclusive system which pursues funding and a research agenda,
develops strategies, coordinates societal documentation, represents all
stakeholders and communicates an agreed vision. I proposed this topic
over the more obvious distinctive ideas from our past generation (the
records continuum, the series system, local and international standards
work, and so on) because we so rarely take a synoptic view of our
domain - its boundaries, effectiveness, and purpose. For decades there
has been talk of a unified system of higher education, and now we have
summits on integrated national approaches to ports, health, transport,
and the Murray Darling river system. Why not one for records
and archives?11
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Dr Lamb

The idea of an Australian archival system coincided with the visit of
the former Canadian Dominion Archivist Dr W Kaye Lamb in AugustOctober 1973. The election of the Whitlam Labor government in 1972 had
replaced twenty-three years of conservative rule in Canberra, and briefly
a hundred archival flowers bloomed.12 The system was mentioned in the
government's commissioning letter, in Lamb's published report and in a
CAO discussion paper for the visit.13
Lamb's focus was mainly on a new archives institution, but in section
ten, headed 'A National System of Archives', he talked about national
registers of archives and of research in progress. He also suggested the
new archives system might produce published guides and a bulletin,
and establish a strong conservation presence able to assist smaller
institutions.
The government's and Lamb's idea of a national system were pretty
woolly. He admitted there was no agreed meaning, but talked about
a national archival system, then a national system of archives, and at the
very end of his report, used a third variant, where he 'respectfully
submitted' that
If the Government is so minded, a new day for the Archives
of Australia could begin to dawn tomorrow.14
Confusion followed. While Lamb talked of a National Archives operating
under a National Archives Act, within a year the government established
an institution called Australian Archives. The resulting initialism 'Ay Ay'
sounded strangely appropriate (especially at the end of a sentence in
parts of Queensland and Canada), but began two decades of puzzlement
in the International Council on Archives (ICA).
As you know, many of Lamb's ideas bore fruit. The CAO was replaced
by Australian Archives with a new position of Director-General,
and in time there were improved buildings, expanded staffing and
eventually the Archives Act 1983. The two national registers survived
more or less intact. The ASA and university-based professional
education programs, both canvassed by Lamb, also materialised. In
some states, regional archives networks developed. Under the banner
of a national archival system, Federal-state archives cooperation began
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too. Thus during the 1970s Australian Archives and Public Record
Office Victoria discussed joint repositories, public access facilities and
a common approach to documentation.15
So gradually a bits-and-pieces system has evolved. Today, the basic
building blocks of the proto national system comprise usual suspect
institutions and societies, and a framework of legislative, educative and
related policies and standards.
What evolved was nothing like a comprehensive national system for
archives, let alone records. What does it lack? What are its weaknesses?
The National Archives as system leader

Firstly, there is no self awareness among the components that they share
a common interest. Occasionally bi-lateral arrangements are forged
to deal with specific issues or projects, and occasionally, the so-called
cognate organisations have met and talked. All very transitory, because
of course, there was - and is - no leader; no centre; no 'single mind'.
The obvious candidate is the National Archives of Australia (NAA). Kaye
Lamb was in no doubt, stressing in his report that 'The heart and centre
of any system must be a strong National Archives ...'16 Following an
extensive review of the Archives Act in 1998, the Australian Law Reform
Commission reported similarly: new legislation 'should make specific
reference to the NAA's role in providing leadership and support to the
Australian archival community'.17
Yes Virginia, there is a National Archives. It has special status at the ICA,
and clauses five and six of its legislation allow a kind of wider role. It
supports the ASA, the Pacific Branch of ICA, and other government
archives; it joins research projects, offers awards, maintains gateways,
and provides advice to the public. Its size alone means it can help where
others cannot, and at times it has been very, very generous.
Really though, has the National Archives ever wanted to take a serious
sustained lead? One senses a clear tentativeness over the years. Behind
its choices for Ian Maclean awards for instance, there are hints that it has
been scanning the system of current arrangements, identifying issues
needing attention, and steering solutions. On the other hand, it seems not
to fully grasp that mature leadership means one does not always have
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to compete or control. Its one enduring extra-mural interest is its natural
constituency CAARA, the Council of Australasian Archives and Records
Authorities. No minister has ever insisted it adopt a large leadership role,
and inevitably, budget priorities point to its own backyard. Personally, I
wouldn't bother with NAA as leader in any new national system. As a tax
payer, I want it to perform its core functions to the utmost of its capacity
and courage, and spend every available dollar doing so. I would redraft
the functions and powers clauses of its Act, and specifically commission
an entity quite separate from government.
Who speaks for us, and to whom?

A related issue with our present system is how its collective voice is
discerned and represented to government. Wfio speaks for us?
Australian archivists have been struggling with this for a generation.18 In
1979 the ASA established a National Consultative Machinery Committee,
bearing fruit in 1984 when the National Archival Forum was established
to represent institutions. This quickly became the Australian Council of
Archives (ACA). The strongest special interest within ACA was the State
and Territory Archives Group, later renamed the Council of Federal State
and Territory Archives (COFSTA). After the AC A folded eight years ago,
COFSTA flourished, expanding in 2004 to include Archives New Zealand
and became CAARA - the Council of Australian Archives and Records
Authorities.19 Who speaks for us? De facto CAARA does.
De jure, it speaks for no one but its members, and has done some very
important things on their behalf. Having abandoned and thus crippled the
ACA seven years ago, however, it now talks confidently in submissions
and position papers about the needs of what it calls the 'Archives
Domain'.20 But CAARA no more represents the diversity of experiences
and concerns of all archival communities in Australia and New Zealand
than does CONGAA, the Council of Non Government Australasian
Archives;21 no more than the 'Group of Eight' Vice Chancellors represent
our thirty-eight public universities; or do the CEOs of Australia's top 100
companies represent the private sector. As the head of a large collecting
archives within a large university, I have never felt a strong affinity with
CAARA and I would be surprised if, say, school or business or church
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archivists do either. The same probably goes for the so-called archive
archives, for instance covering folklore and sound and audio-visual
records. In 2005, the head of CAARA was not speaking gibberish when
he admitted as much at the ASA's thirtieth anniversary seminar.22 Nor
can CAARA adequately represent the archives managed by galleries,
libraries, museums, keeping places and historical societies. Nor does
it represent all users, subjects and victims of archival records. The ASA
accepts it as a fact of life; what the Records Management Association of
Australasia (RMAA) thinks of its assumed role is not known.
All this helps explain the clunky, limited arrangements we currently
have. It is high time the misrepresentation stopped. Anew system should
take a fresh look at representation. Let's say before the ICA Congress in
Brisbane, 2012.
The audience for past representation has been parliamentary and other
inquiries, and of course the government-of-the-day. For at least a decade,
the avenue to 'government' has been the Cultural Ministers Council.
Before 2004 archivists had no direct line to it, although in the mid 1990s
there was briefly a creature of government archivists and arts officials
called the Archives Working Group.23 In 2004 the Collections Council
of Australia was formed under the umbrella of the Cultural Ministers.
The Collections Council Board comprises individuals with appropriate
experience, and representatives of industry councils for libraries,
museums, art museums and archives (that is, CAARA).
The Collections Council has achieved many important things in the
past four and a half years. Even so, like CAARA, it too has its problems
representing and corralling diversity, including the question of New
Zealand, scientific collections,24 research data, spatial information and
digital content on the web. On the latter, Margy Burn recently observed,
'To my ears, the cyber universe of folksonomies contrasts sharply with
the voice of curatorial authority'.25
The Collections Council focuses on collections, the most significant
thing archives, museums, libraries and art museums are seen to have
in common. This 'hanging-together' strategy26 might fit some overseas
models, interest the ICA and keep it simple for politicians and industry
classifiers; but unavoidably, the Collections Council's core interests do
not include a crucial one of ours: records and recordkeeping.
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Nothing better highlights the complications this causes than current
administrative arrangements in Canberra. In December 2007, the
new Rudd government moved the NAA from its former government
portfolio, which had grouped it with the national collecting institutions,
into the Department of Finance and Deregulation. In May 2008, the
rupture was repeated when the NAA moved again to Prime Minister
and Cabinet, beside the likes of the Ombudsman, Audit Office and
Privacy Commissioner. This did not stop Collections Council chair
Sue Nattrass praising the new government because now 'built and
moveable cultural heritage are brought together ... in the Department
of Environment Water Heritage and the Arts'. (Well, yes, all except
archives.) Her media release stated that 'Australia's collections are
central to Australia's understanding of itself, [they] help us to shape our
place ... in a changing world ... [and contribute] ... to the strengthening
of our communities ...' Elsewhere Sue has stated: 'Collections are the
heart and soul of a nation'.27
Similar claims can be made for recordkeeping systems which capture
and manage full and accurate records in government, business firms,
hospitals, churches, schools, police forces and the like. Records keep
planes in the air and hospitals running! Note the ASA's version of the
Archivist's Mission,28 Which peak body will advocate this ideal, and
to which one of the thirty plus ministerial councils? It's all of them of
course - our accursed challenge.
Manuscript librarians

Let's look again at the current archival system. In addition to decades of
commitment by ASA members and office holders, there has been, and is,
a large reserve of archival social capital. There are, and have been, signs
of great vibrancy and energy. We may not have, say, a National Security
Archive or a wikileak-dot-com. But consider the often very personal
initiatives behind Tabularium, Practical Archivist, Archive Associates,
and the science archive project. Think too of the collaboration behind
various community archives, friends of archives groups, religious
archives groups, the Public Records Support Group, and portals to
business, trade union and women's archives. All, in their own way, are
small miracles. So too are critical friends like Chris Hurley, big-hearted
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volunteers like Del Cuddihy, inspirational pioneers like the late Loris
Williams and bloggers like Anne-Marie Conde. One thing the system
has lacked, however, has been strong professional engagement by
librarians, especially manuscript librarians.
This may seem unfair and ignorant. In this country, the core state and
federal libraries were the foster parents of public records organisations,
and while they let go reluctantly, we should acknowledge that for
a century or more, they and many smaller libraries also collected,
preserved for use, and publicised what today represents a vast wealth
of archival records documenting the non-government sectors of
Australian society.
This helix-like legacy explains a lot. Our flagship journal, begun in
the early 1950s as the Bulletin for Australian Archivists, was changed by
librarians in 1955 to Archives and Manuscripts, testifying so succinctly to
our origins, if perhaps not where we should now be going.29
It is time for one more recollection. Most of my seven years at the
National Library were spent in its manuscripts section, where I tried
to follow in-house practice and to apply the lessons previously
learnt from Bob Sharman while doing an elective archives unit in a
graduate librarianship diploma. The messy complexities of personal
and organisational archives were experienced firsthand, guided by
supervisors including Cathy Santamaria and Graeme Powell. It was
also a time of awakening, and quite challenging for librarians, especially
manuscript librarians. Library control of archives was ending. Kaye
Lamb had asked, to the great consternation of the National Library, why
shouldn't a new National Archives start collecting political papers. The
first graduate program for archivists was established in 1973, separate
from librarianship. And in Canberra in 1975, the ASA was formed by
seventy-four archivists, mostly from public archives but including two
manuscripts librarians. Two!
Against this background, in 1976 Graeme Powell published in Archives
and Manuscripts 'Archival principles and the treatment of personal
papers'. It had been preceded by some sniping in the literature about
librarians' 'pernicious practices' in managing archives, and Graeme's
opening paragraph announced he would defend them.30 Having led
with his chin, he provoked a strong riposte by librarian turned archivist
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Chris Hurley with the clever title 'Personal papers and the treatment
of archival principles'. In the same issue of Archives and Manuscripts,
Graeme took a second hit. Michael Saclier, foundation president of the
ASA and author of the 'pernicious practices' charge, used a review of
some National Library guides to manuscript collections to also attack
the offending article.31
Looking at the articles again, it is clear they were over-hyped. They
were anthologised, included in lists of seminal articles and mentioned
in citations.32 Yet they prompted no rejoinders, and were rarely even
referenced, Adrian Cunningham and Margaret Southcott being the
conspicuous exceptions.33 The tone and subsequent image of the
original debate, as well as a subsequent gem from Chris called 'Beating
the French', I believe had the unintended result of silencing manuscript
librarians. They have hardly published anything of serious professional
weight since, at least in the journal renamed for them. Graeme himself
after 1976 continued to speak and write prolifically, but never again on
theory and principles.34
Institutionally too, an enduring awkwardness is discernable. In some
state libraries still today, an individual's records of continuing value are
'manuscripts', while those of organisations are 'archives' and, along with
historical photographs, ephemera, and so on, are collectively labelled
'heritage materials'. To some libraries still today, the archival records of
a significant other, Manoly Lascaris for example, are just another series
of the provenancial main man.35
I sincerely hope manuscript librarians have not been discouraged. There
are reports an informal network of the heads of manuscripts in the
national and state libraries has been developed. Good, because while
curating exhibitions of treasures about Matthew Flinders is important,
there is much challenging professional and intellectual work to be done
too. Why not indeed try to develop a set of functional requirements for
personal recordkeeping, or emulate the British Library's Digital Lives
project or meet the challenge of writers' e-manuscripts and share the
findings? Perhaps even engage with Dr Frank G Burke's wonderful text
Research and the Manuscript Tradition.% A re-invigorated system needs
strong contributions from its manuscript librarians.
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Health and business recordkeeping

Earlier I asked who speaks for us? So who is 'us'? In trying to locate any
sense of a system in the past thirty-plus years, it is clear to me there were
crucial gaps and weaknesses. A comprehensive picture of our domain
would have to include recordkeeping communities in specific sectors.
I will quickly mention two, one we do not seem to know much about,
and the other we want to know about but regarding which we remain in
denial. Both, sadly, show little concern for our broader goals.
Perhaps the most organised is in the health sector, represented by the
Health Information Management Association of Australia.37 HIMAA
is well established, pre-dating the ASA and RMAA by several
decades,38 and highly organised; it got its education and training act
together long ago, with qualifications tied to recruitment policies;
and it has a good fit with health informatics, health legislation and
privacy. There are also clear lines to government via the Australian
Health Ministers Conference.
Despite the absolute centrality of recordkeeping in the health sector
and of health to the economy and national wellbeing, we rarely think
of HIMAA, or even provide links to it from our websites. Apart from
archivists based in hospitals and academics like Sue McKemmish and
Livia Iacovino at Monash University, few seem aware of it.39 Whether
or not it sees a common interest with us, it is undoubtedly part of the
Australian records and archives scene.
Second, the business sector. To its credit, the ASA has been interested
in business archives from the beginning. There have been articles in
Archives and Manuscripts, conference papers, inquiry submissions, and
a seminar once a decade.40 Occasionally an issue has galvanised us,
usually involving corporate malfeasance, or a threat to the very existence
of a business archives. Bruce Smith built his Guide to Australian Business
Records and now there is a National Task Force from which good ideas
seem to be emerging.41 We should also note the work of the University
of Melbourne's and the Australian National University's collecting
archives - the only two institutions which have shown a sustained
interest in the macro challenges of preserving the archives of the private
sector, and the strength behind the task force.
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So a great deal has happened. Well, maybe. It is nearly ten years since
a National Scholarly Communications Forum called for a coalition of
organisations to develop national strategies for promoting to Australian
businesses the importance of good recordkeeping ... the usual thing.42
To state the obvious, Australian archival arrangements are deeply biased
in favour of government recordkeeping and archiving to the neglect of
business. If you ever doubted a fresh approach to a national records and
archives system is needed, think honestly about the scale and nature of
business activity and its consequences.
To offer a quick illustration: 95% of businesses in Australia are 'small
businesses'.43 Individually these 1.8 million entities employ a few
people, but combined, represent half the private sector workforce and
a capitalised worth of $4.3 trillion! Important enough for there to be a
federal minister for small business, so no doubt policy, financial and
deregulation records are covered by an NAA disposal authority. On
past trends, two thirds of today's small businesses will not be around
in ten years, so what are the records and archives implications? It is said
they create few records and their archives are not worth worrying about.
The first point is irrelevant, and as for the second, are they adequately
represented in the 'archival resources relating to Australia', to quote the
federal archives Act? Until nation-wide macro appraisal ranking has
been done, who can say? Perhaps our domain representative, CAARA,
has already arranged for the mapping research? There is cash around:
the Australia Business Arts Foundation reports that in the past financial
year arts companies attracted $171m in sponsorships and donations.44
When it comes to business records and archives, we are all guilty by
standers, cultural ministers and businesses included. We especially
are mentally and professionally challenged just as we were when, in
1994, Terry Cook exposed our 'paper minds' struggling with electronic
records.45 Using our 'socialist minds' we are getting better at analysing
the problem of 'capitalist records', but we are still a long way from
workable solutions. Whatever they will be, they have to include highlevel engagement from the private sector.
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Last things

In summary, how do things stand in 2008? The Australian archival
system is not so much a stillborn idea as an awkward teenager who
experienced two growth spurts. The first was a narrow idea emerging in
1973 now residing as a little-used reserve power within the Archives Act
1983, which re-emerged as the second in 2004 as part of the collections
agenda. The teenager needs to grow up. Given the time available today,
these last few thoughts can be little more than points thrown upon the
wind. Taking my cue from Peter Pouncey's wonderful novel Rules for
Old Men Waitingf6 here for those certain it is their turn now, here for
'Generation Download' and its inevitable successors are a few system
rules for the next thirty-seven years.
Rule one: be inclusive. There has to be a richer understanding of the
teenager's extended family that is the theoretical national records and
archives system, one which is sensitive to the prevailing cultural and
changing political landscape. We need a system which is inclusive of
all those individuals and entities which make and manage records
and archives, whether from self-interest and for public purposes. And,
embracing Sarah Tyacke's point that 'everyone keeps records or can be
found in one', we need a system which champions those who depend
upon and are entangled in their accessibility and use.47
This broad sense of system embraces many affiliates; not only libraries
and museums (because they create records and manage archives) and
the data and information bodies for their relationship to records; but
also advocacy bodies such as the Australian Privacy Foundation, the
Right to Know Coalition and the whistleblower service STOPLine.
Rule two: form the machinery. There has to be a records and archives
commission. It should be inclusive of and trusted by all interests,
including particularly those of the first Australians. It would have some
features like the United States National Historical Publications and
Records Commission. Apart from doing all the things a peak body does
(keeping statistics, making representations and submissions and so on),
it should work unceasingly to improve recordkeeping and archiving
practices, behaviours and arrangements.
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Rule three: develop a documentation plan. There has to be the grid
computing-equivalent for a documentation plan for Australian society.
As with the business recordkeeping imperative, the documentation idea
comes and goes. It is hardly a new proposal; but so far, too difficult. The
aforementioned 1999 National Scholarly Communications Forum was
the first ever assessment of the health and future prospects for archival
research infrastructure in Australia. Its conclusions were confirmed in
2001 when Professor Sue McKemmish wrote that there was 'no coherent,
collaborative, nationally coordinated, encompassing fourth dimension
collection policy framework for the whole of Australian society'.48
Rule four: know what you stand for. To end, another un-original idea: we
need to agree on our founding myths (I think 'Archives and records
matter!' sums it up),49 and we need more effective strategies and champions
to convey it to government, researchers and the public generally.
As an observer and occasional participant in developing and selling the
message, it has been sobering for me to reflect on the past 30 to 40 years'
limited successes.50 Remember the logo wars? Ten years ago the ASA
settled on the thumbprint, because of its 'obvious evidential associations,
but also because... it implies human origin, intervention and continuing
involvement'.51 More generally, our concepts have included societal
glue, arsenals, enablers, risk, accountability, compliance, evidence, rule
of law, identity, memory, memory banks, story-telling, information,
heritage, content, treasures, cold cases, collections, and that charming
technical term, 'stuff'. Our target audiences and publics call us 'arKI-vists' and associate us with 'stuff' too; old stuff. And with paper
shuffling (as Eric Ketelaar has reminded us), bureaucracy, bumph, big
brother, secrets, smoking guns, vaults, dust, white gloves, red tape,
time capsules, and history.
History. It's your turn now.
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